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Nu Boyana Film Studios
Chris Watson: location recordist
Todor Kobakov: film composer
Leo Cubbin: games audio
New audio products at IBC

Gary Bourgeois; Yariv Lerner; Ivaylo Natzev.
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ome countries are more strongly and immediately associated with certain
things than others and talk of Bulgaria is likely to remind you of red wine,
strong spirits and a new and affordable destination for holidays. You
wouldn’t immediately associate it with the film industry yet Bulgaria’s
capital Sofia is home to the largest film studio complex in the Balkan region.
Drawn up in the Communist era as the state-owned Boyana Film Studio in
1962, the main feature film and television production facility produced some
600 feature films, TV productions, animations and shorts predominantly for the
purposes of the regime. It employed 2,000 but predictably hit difficulties when
the political changes occurred in the 1990s yet still served as a location for hire
for Western film makers with some credible output for Bertolucci’s Little Buddha,
Kusturitza’s Underground and Vernie’s East-West. Eventually the studios
were privatised in 2007 and is now owned by Hollywood-based Production
companies Nu-Image and Millennium Films and became Nu Boyana Film.
What followed was a steady process of modernisation but most significantly
the beginning of the real building up of skillsets and experience among the local
pool of staff as they encountered, worked on and learnt from a now regular stream
of outside productions. These have included big-budget movies like 300: The
Rise Of An Empire, Olympus Has Fallen, The Black Dahlia, Killing Season, The
Expendables 1, 2 and 3, Conan, The Way Back and Kon-Tiki, among many others.
The plot is 10 minutes South of Sofia and has 13 sound stages set in some
10 acres of backlot standing sets built in the foothills of the Vitosha mountain.
They pride themselves on being able to build high-quality outdoor sets quickly
and to order and they tend to keep them. A walk through the backlot is indeed
a journey through time and space from New York and London streets to Middle
Eastern, Roman, Greek and those sorts of indefinable ancient civilisation sets
that lightly dressed muscle-bound chaps and lasses strut around in waving
swords and spears. Off plot there are numerous other natural locations within
easy driving distance for mountains, forests, beaches and urban environments.
What they don’t build they can create virtually in an astoundingly advanced
CGI department of some 240. This is a slick and experienced operation. The
effects department can offer mechanical, animatronic, pyrotechnic, atmospheric
and underwater effects.
Nu Boyana bills itself — and prides itself — on being a true full-service
studio facility that can take care of all aspects of a production from its origins to
the output for delivery. There’s even a film school associated with the studios
that reflects this completeness and covers areas from script writing to practical
crewing to video editing and all points in between. It’s a good way to bring on
the next generation.
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Nu Boyana
Film Studios
Bulgaria’s full-service film studio has got serious about
audio with the opening of an Avid S6-equipped Atmos mix theatre.
ZENON SCHOEPE visits Sofia.
For all the emphasis on the different constituent parts of the film making
process, audio has been left a little behind and this has now been rebalanced
with the opening at the beginning of the year of a large Dolby Atmos mix
theatre complete with an Avid S6 mix surface. Its first mix was Wayne Blair’s
Septembers of Shiraz, mixed by Gary Bourgeois, which saw the intended
beginning-to-end audio process exercised for the first time.
It’s a smart theatre that is home to head of sound Ivaylo Natzev. The S6 runs
64 faders and multiple Pro Tools systems and Ivaylo likes the modularity of the
worksurface which CEO Yariv Lerner describes as a ‘big mouse’.
Ivaylo says they work in a ‘traditional’ way with a series of premixes of the
various elements and with the convenience of knowing that every element
resides within Pro Tools along with its automation so nothing is wasted and they
can always get back to a part if they need to. Before the S6 they handled audio
in a smaller sound studio on a Sony DMX-R100.
The facility is networked via Avid Isis for video throughout with the audio
currently being added to facilitate true integration. The S6 theatre has had an
impact on productivity and efficiency according to Yariv.
‘Our mixer Gary Bourgeois has been amazed by the capabilities of this and
he’s from the traditional analogue days,’ he explains. ‘He’s mixing on an S6 in
the US now and he was a little reticent in the beginning. It’s a very powerful
and robust system and the nice thing is that you can preload everything and
switch things really quickly.’
There are plans to use the theatre for colour grading too so it can be used for
the complete finishing process. ‘It’s a good idea for the director to see it and hear
it the way the audience will,’ says Yariv.
‘The two processes are happening at the same time — the colour correction
and the sound mix,’ adds Ivaylo. ‘It means we might need to take a break on
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the audio side when the picture guys need to take
a look at something. But it is the best way to do
the mix and your colour correction and also you
could do the premiere here and use it as a cinema.’
The S6 theatre sits on top of an audio pyramid
that includes four audio editing rooms although
Ivaylo says it is simple to add rooms when a
project requires it as they have the space and they
have standardised on the equipment. ‘The great
thing about sound is that you just share files and
it’s very scalable when you need it,’ says Yariv. He
adds that the investment in the S6 theatre was big but it has made the
workflow a lot easier.
‘It was all about the digital versus analogue thing,’ says Yariv about
the S6 decision process. ‘Traditionalists love the analogue but what
happened in the camera world, for example, is that everything went
digital and people are getting used to it and it’s the way to work.
‘There were other console options out there. We wanted to stay in
the Avid workflow — Pro Tools. It was a little risky at the time because
Avid was on shaky ground but we’re comfortable with it now. The
interesting thing is software; sometimes things just happen and you
don’t understand why. But it’s worked great, we got good reviews on
Shiraz our first mix.’
And there’s talk of expanding the S6 for two-operator use. ‘That’s the nice
thing about this — you need the processor and then you can build on that,’
explains Yariv. ‘You want to track bigger projects and for bigger projects you
need your effects mixer and your movie mixer.’
He says the bigger and more ‘open’ nature of some mix sessions are
indicative of the freedom — and the curse — of digital; you do it because you
can. ‘The way to do it correctly is to start everything in preproduction but the
traditional method is still permeated in the workflow of people,’ he says. ‘It used
to be Jacob’s Ladder and now it’s Charlotte’s Web.’
They are going to create a studio next door for orchestral recording to
complete the circle of audio services and all of it will sit on the network. The
completeness of the package is part of the appeal together with the affordability
of working in Bulgaria.
‘It’s about the real estate,’ explains Yariv. ‘When you go to an audio facility
you’re paying for the real estate as well as the mixer — and the rate for the
mixer is pretty much set so you know where they’re at. The administration, the
secretary, the person who brings the water, all of that gets factored into their
costs. In London real estate is expensive and that gets factored into the costs. The
reason we did this here wasn’t to compete with them so much as we were paying
for our own movies and the whole goal of any producer is to put the money on
the screen. Here are Nu Boyana we’re full service, we’re not just a camera rental
house or a mixing studio, we’re going to get your movie onto the screen and make
sure you get all the bells and whistles in front of the audience.
‘When you have a movie and a script comes to you it’s more like a shopping
36

list for each department and each
department fights to get as much
as they can in to their department,
right? If you look at Pinewood
it’s a studio that’s a piece of real
estate and in there they have all
the different companies that service
productions. We’re a different
business model. How we’re trying
to distinguish ourselves in the
market is to help producers get all
the way to the DCP — we’re not
trying to make money off the hourly rate here in the mix theatre, or the camera
rental, we’re giving the full service.’
Unlike the UK there are no tax incentives for productions. ‘It’s a simple thing
of math,’ says Yariv. ‘If you’re filming a scene in London and you have a guy
sitting in a car you’re going to get tax incentives on a £500 day. Here for that
you’ll pay 85 [Bulgarian] Lev [about UK£32] so tax incentives are great but
it’ll buy you a coffee.’
Even so he admits that film making is a difficult and competitive market but
says the best way to succeed is to make sure the customer leaves with a great
product as a result of Nu Boyana giving them the best support. It’s not just about
the cheaper price, he says, ‘It’s about the experience, the support, being attentive
to what the production needs.’
In the end it comes down to the quality and experience of the people and
Yariv points out that many high quality films have passed through the studio
and the technicians have learnt and now apply that knowledge instinctively
and effectively.
‘If you’re doing something over and over again and you’re involved
physically, mentally and emotionally the initial talent gets washed out. If you’re
doing five or ten movies a year you’re going to get better and better. That’s
where we’re at.’ n

Contact
NU BOYANA, BULGARIA
Website: nuboyana.com
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Chris Watson
Ask a member of the public at large to name a sound recordist and,
if they are able to it will most likely be Chris Watson. SIMON CLARK
talks technique with him and the business of listening for a living.

G

rowing up in Sheffield in the 60s, Chris Watson’s love of sound
began when as a boy of 12 he was given a small reel-to-reel
recorder and began experimenting with its capabilities. In 1973
he co-founded avant garde band Cabaret Voltaire, creating hard
edged industrial electronica before many of us knew what that was. Leaving
in 1981 — arguably just as they were gaining more widespread and
mainstream fame — Chris took a different path in the world of audio. Joining
Tyne Tees in that year he trained in the film department and developed a
keen interest in wildlife field recording. Over the next couple of decades
dedication, patience, the ability to tell a story and, a willingness to experiment
with innovative techniques gained him the reputation as the ‘go to’ sound
recordist for many in the TV and radio world. Using unusual transducers like
contact mics and hydrophones he has collected sounds in the natural world
that have not been recorded before — from the musical groans and roars
of a glacier calving heard underwater, to ants moving beneath the bark of
a tree. It is his radio output that has gained him the broadest audience and
general public recognition with his series including ‘Audio Postcards’ for BBC
Radio Four (time compressed narratives based entirely on his own location
recordings) as well as sound design for several dramas and documentaries.
Chris runs several educational recording workshops and courses in many
different parts of the world, partly, he says, ‘just because I really enjoy doing
it” but also because he perceives the need to help train the next generations.
He has always continued his career as a recording artist, founding The
Hafler Trio soon after leaving Cabaret Voltaire and collaborating with many
fellow experimental artists on a variety of projects. He has worked on
many live installations and these have allowed him to present his surround
recordings to their best advantage. He has released several CDs of beautifully
recorded and presented soundscapes from around the world and regards
these as having musical form. Indeed when Resolution spoke to him he had
just returned from presenting a piece derived from his famous underwater
recordings at a festival of ambient music in Estonia. Given his somewhat
unusual position straddling technical audio craft and the art world we
were interested to quiz him on how he uses technology and his attitude to
technical ‘correctness’.
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As an artist would you ever let something go
which was technically not perfect because of
the sound?
No, I can’t think of anything although in terms of
behaviour if there is a unique bit of behaviour, what
happens sometimes is not so much distortion but
things will go off mic and I don’t mind that. I’m
very happy for things to go off mic because I think
that’s one of the things we find engaging; it’s about
perspective. It’s the old argument about personal
microphones rather than open microphones — that’s
how we hear the world and I really don’t mind that
at all. I’ve done that with dialogue when I’ve been
recording some radio documentaries.

Have you lost anything or had to go back because something
unexpected happened and the recording just isn’t broadcastable?
Yes, like all of us but with experience you learn what might happen and that’s
the best thing I’ve got, experience and knowing what’s likely to happen. The
limiters are there for unexpected things which happen on Newcastle High Street
or the Kalahari Desert and so you are always anticipating how the behaviour
of animals or a person might go. I’ve got a good idea particularly with birds
of the behaviour I’m going to record so I am prepared in that instance. Using
24-bits I like to think I’m getting the best dynamic range I can out of what I’m
working with.
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Increasingly TV sound is all 6-inches from
your ear so the picture tells one story and
the sound another. You created a soundscape
to a painting for the National Gallery, it
is absolutely beautiful and there is a lot
perspective. I’m sure there is stuff in there I
can’t even hear.
That’s one reason why I like doing those pieces, I
think there is a very close connection between what
we all do as sound recordists and painting. I jumped
at the chance of using Gallen-Kallela’s picture of
Lake Keitele because of the perspective in it. Some
years ago I worked on John Constable’s The Cornfield and I made a piece about
perspective because that’s what he painted into it. He was trying to make money
to support his family and, one of the things he did was paint that chocolate box
image with the village in the far distance which, in reality doesn’t exist but it
draws your eye in the same way as any good piece of perspective with sound.
That is the first part of my compositional process — the relative position of
the microphone from the source of the sound. One of the crucial things we
always listen for in any piece of sound or music is perspective. Perspective is
the thing that engages us and that’s why radio mics are a big turnoff because
there is no perspective.
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The world is getting to be a
noisy place, do you see any kind
of possibility that may improve.
Sadly probably not, no I don’t. There
are people like Gordon Hempton
(www.soundtracker.com) with his
Square Inch of Silence project, he is a
brilliant sound recordist in Washington
Olympic National Park; he must be
about my age. He was a big fan
of binaural techniques and he got
some grants to go around the world
recording dawn choruses, which was
nice! Latterly where he lives he noticed
it was getting noisier and noisier so
he started a campaign where he said
‘all I am asking for is, one square
inch of silence. A place where people
can go and not be disturbed by noise
pollution.’ It’s interesting that what they now publish for that Park are
noise maps so when a group of motorcyclists ride through the park on a
weekend what looks like exhaust fumes on the map are actually their noise

footprints. He’s stirred up a whole debate. I made
a documentary with Radio Four called A Problem
With Noise a few years ago after a World Health
Authority report came out about noise pollution
around airports. I work with producer Sarah Blunt
and we found people we knew from other projects
to talk about noise pollution problems and the very
worst one is in our seas and oceans.
Northern right whales off the coast of Maine
are moving their breeding territory because of the
shipping noise, so they move into less favourable
places to breed. Populations of Orca in the North
Atlantic are becoming genetically isolated because
they can’t hear each other. I went to the Antarctic
for Frozen Planet where I did a lot of hydrophone
recording in the Ross Sea and I had to stop
recording when an icebreaker was about 20 miles
away because the noise is like the threshold of pain underwater.
Everything in all our seas lives in a world of such sound and vibration and
we are ignorant of what we’re doing to it.

when audio matters
natural sound – in the studio
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The radio pieces that you do, what comes
first — is there a story and then you
collect stuff for it or do you collect things
and think there is a narrative here?
The older I get the less I record and the more I listen. I’ve recorded so much
rubbish that I’m very careful now about when I press record.
I don’t think any of them started out as those programmes that Sarah (Blunt,
Chris’ producer) made. They were other projects and that’s because radio has
no money to make programmes so they come together from a collection of
recordings and ideas that we discuss.
I was working on a BBC films wildlife feature film and it was about meerkats.
This is a few years ago and I was commuting between the place where I was
staying on the edge of the desert and the film locations across this beautiful
patch of desert around midnight. On those programmes I work to a shooting
script — there’s no dialogue, I’m nowhere near the film crew, it’s fantastic. Of
course on these beautiful starlit nights I would listen because 85% of the things
that live in deserts are nocturnal or live in the dark so night time is the time to
be recording. It struck me that if I was an hour earlier or later the place sounded
different so I started taking my equipment with me and I recorded in surround
using a double MS setup and made this collection of recordings – I thought this
was just amazing the difference at both ends of the day. So I had a whole palette
of material and I actually made a surround installation from it. Then when

Sarah and I were discussing what
we can do for the Postcards thing I
said I’ve got this amazing collection
of recordings from sunset to sunrise
in the Kalahari Desert. I did a stereo
mix down of the relevant pieces and put it together. That’s how we make most
of our programmes.

Listening to your audio postcards there’s that fantastic recording
of the flock of Knots taking off and I wondered if you use a brick
wall limiter when it’s unattended?
I don’t do unattended recordings, I’m just careful so I know that for something
like that I’m only going to get one chance — you can’t ask the 1st AD to get them
to go back and do it again. So the easiest thing is to under record; I also use my
judgement and in that case I knew it would be very loud and the microphones
in that case were very close so I’ll work accordingly and I think probably rode
it manually to squeeze what I could out of it. If I remember rightly that was
recorded through an SQN and I would have used the limiters on the SQN.

“It’s magic!”

- Andrew Scheps

(Red Hot Chili Peppers, Adele, U2, Metallica)

AE400 Active EQ
Boost or cut any frequency only when you needed to. It’s not magic - it’s
the AE400 active equalizer.
The AE400 goes beyond conventional equalization with a dynamic response
based on signal levels. Tracks can be perfectly equalized during quiet and
loud sections without automation. Adjustments are intuitive with the
comp
graphical interface, and unique compression-like
control over equalization
make the AE400 an ideal mixing tool.
Download a free 14-day demo of the AE400 today at mcdsp.com and
experience the magic yourself.
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Do you do your own postproduction mixes?
I’m not allowed to mix BBC radio programmes it’s one of the few things that
they do in-house and the people doing it are brilliant. They are all about my
age so in a few years’ time there’s going to be a skills gap — and these are
brilliant people who do everything from Radio One roadshows to dramas on
Radio Four. I have the greatest respect for them, and I also like the hands-off
state. I sometimes go to listen. I mix sequences for Sarah on some of the dramas
that have elements of sound design. I did one called The Ditch which is about a
sound recordist who disappears out in the fens and they just find these memory
cards with these recordings on them. I mix my CDs but I wouldn’t dream of
mastering them. That’s the one point when you have to get your hands off and
trust someone else’s judgement.
What gear do you use in the studio?
Nuendo 7 which I saw at Pinewood on a film. I like the idea of just having a
dongle as a licence rather than those stupid Pro Tools boxes. It’s well suited
to multichannel audio surround sound and the most important thing is, what
comes out through that engine sounds like the recording put into it. I use Genelec
monitors. I’ve got four 8040s and four 8030s so I
can make an ambisonic bidirectional cross so I can
have height but I mainly just work in quad. There’s
a Lexicon PCM 96 bit of outboard gear that I love
and a Klark Teknik parametric equaliser and that’s it.
I’d like to think I present everything as captured not
treated and manipulated too much.

Talking of lightweight, luckily we don’t do
Nagra 4’s any more as I think I’d be in a
state if we still did.
I still use it occasionally, I just like the preamps …
… and there is something wonderful about the
sound that tape gives you on some things.
Oh yes definitely. Bushfires and things like that from
my area. I could never get a decent recording of a
bushfire with a digital system because it always clips.
When I look you up I find references to Chris
Watson sound recordist and Chris Watson
musician — do you think of yourself as both?
When I was in my mid-teens I discovered Musique Concrete, music made by
tape recorders. I thought that’s what I want to do and that’s what I’ve been
having a go at ever since really but I call myself a sound recordist and I have no
airs and graces about that. n

Post-Apocalypse

The last time we spoke to you in 2010 you
were using Sound Devices 744, has your
location gear changed since then?
On some of the workshops I run people turn up
with better gear than I have. I’m still waiting for
this Sonosax to turn up that I pre-ordered about
five years ago so, I’m still using the 744. I’ve got
a Soundfield 450 which I use for some things. My
favourite microphone set up is a Schoeps double
MS array which is the CCM 4V side address cardioid
— two of them back to back with a fig-8. It sounds
fantastic and it’s super lightweight. I can record in
double mid side which decodes very well to quad or
ambisonic. I work with Tony Wyatt who is Professor
of Sound at Surrey [University] and he can extract
really good surround signals from it. It’s not great
in the jungle because of humidity causing crackles,
you have to wait for an hour for it to clear. The only
system that doesn’t do that is the Sennheiser which
I have — that’s two 8040s back to back with a 30.
My favourite stereo is Sennheiser 8020 and 30, it’s
astonishingly good.
September 2015
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B

orn into a family of musicians, Bulgarian-born film composer, musician,
and producer Todor Kobakov began his formal music training at the
tender age of six at the incredibly competitive Lubomir Pipkov Music
School.
Since graduating from the University of Toronto’s Music Program at the age
of 20, Todor’s life has become a study of contrasts and it’s nearly impossible to
find one thread that runs through them all. Rather, his musical sensibility seems
to be influenced by often disparate pairs: Bulgaria and Canada; classical and
electronic; performance and studio.
These contrasts have helped him develop a breadth of talents and interests
that have kept him busy almost nonstop for the last decade and a half. As
a producer and recording artist he’s released albums under no less than five
monikers and composed string arrangements for everyone from Canadian indie
heroes Stars and Metric to Sara Bareilles for her 2013 Grammy nominated The
Blessed Unrest.
On screen, he’s composed for international ad campaigns, winning the
Cannes Silver Lion for his score on the short film Fight. All this, plus scoring 14
feature films in the last 8 years, a bevy of shorts and documentaries, and two
seasons of the SyFy/Space series, Bitten.
Fresh from his first ‘real vacation’ in 20 years, Resolution caught up with
Todor in his Toronto studio to reflect on his strange journey, the issues of
composing for picture, and the lifelong hustle of a professional musician.
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Todor Kobakov
A Bulgarian-born film composer, producer, engineer and
man of many monikers living in Canada talks to
JORY MACKAY about his strange journey.
You’re a man of many monikers and musical styles, flitting easily
between pop, classical, dark electronica, and indie rock. How do
you keep up with so many different interests?
Even when I was training at University I knew I didn’t want to just be a concert
pianist. Now, I try to do everything under the music umbrella just because I truly
love doing it all. I’m not really in a position where I can be a touring musician
anymore and having so many different projects keeps my life interesting.
Tell me about the transition from classical pianist to film composer.
When did you begin to learn recording and production techniques?
When I was at University, a friend of mine had a little recording setup — a
computer with an early version of Cubase. He went to Europe for the summer
and I basically spent every free moment I had in his apartment recording my
first album. This was back in 1998.
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After that, I got hooked up with a music production house called
Krystal Music and Sound Design. I’d go in on my days off and hang
around and learn Pro Tools and expand my recording knowledge.

And that’s where you first found some commercial success?
Yes. I was hanging around the studio and a client wasn’t happy
with the music for, I think it was, a Nikon spot. They took lunch and
David Krystal, who ran the studio, said ‘you’ve got an hour and a
half. They want something that sounds like Amon Tobin.’ By the
time they came back I’d already finished the beat and they loved it.
When I saw that ad in theatres I knew I had to do more.
You’ve got a pretty interesting story about the first film
you worked on as well…
I got a call from a friend who was living in LA at the time. He’d been
given a movie to score but he couldn’t do it because of timing. The
problem was that I’d already booked a trip back to Sofia to visit my
family. I knew how hard it is to get your first job, so I said yes and
did the whole score on an upright piano in Sofia with just my laptop.
I wasn’t in my studio and didn’t have any of my toys so
I basically did everything on this old piano, creating pads by
processing the track with infinite reverb and things like that.
It worked out in the end, but I didn’t make things easy for myself
the first time around!
Now that you’re more experienced, what’s the process like for a
new film project? How early on do you normally get involved?
It’s always different, but I’ll give you two extreme examples: On a movie called
The Husband that I scored with my friend Ian LeFeuvre, they called us up 8 days
before it premiered at TIFF and said they needed an entirely new score. So Ian
and I didn’t sleep for a week, but we got it done.
On the other hand, with Born to be Blue — a film starring Ethan Hawke as
Chet Baker that’s coming out this year — I started working with the director at
script level.
Sometimes there’s no time and sometimes it seems like there’s a lot of time
but things keep changing. Edits change. Concepts change. And then in the end
you’re still left with only a week to really work.

So, what’s the first thing you start with on a new film?
First I watch it a number of times and discuss it with the director to really get
inside the veins of it. At that point, I’ll have two or three different options of
sonic palettes: the one I really believe in, the one that’s safe, and the one that,
you know, the producers want.
Once we agree on the palette, which to me is the most important thing, I don’t
look at the movie for a little while and just go away and write themes.
Next, there’s a process called spotting, which is when you watch the movie
with the director and decide where music needs to go. An hour and a half is
a long time, but if you make a visual map of all the different acts you can
conceptually decide what theme is going where and really draw it out. At that
point it’s just a matter of craft, rather than art.

AURUS Platinum
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New Design
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You work mostly on horror and thriller films.
What’s the appeal of those genres from a
musical standpoint?
A long time ago I met with Robert Messinger who is
Mychael Danna’s film agent. He told me to make sure
that you’re known for who you are as an artist rather
than the guy who can do everything. There’s a whole
lot of people who can do everything — especially in
LA. You want to be hired because of your artistry. You
want to be cast in the film rather than just hired.
These are also films that rely on the music
for tension and pacing…
Yes, but that’s not just horror. With any movie you’re
so in control of pace and the feeling of a scene. Let’s
say there is a scene where the acting is not the
strongest but they don’t have another take. It then
becomes your job to inject it with emotion or the
momentum that is needed.

Has your process changed or evolved as you’ve progressed through
your career?
It’s definitely not as scary. Recently, I completed a music programme at the
Canadian Film Centre where we went down to LA and hung out with Hans Zimmer
and Mychael Danna and those types of people. Seeing them work really boosted
my confidence. When you’re not afraid, you take more risks and try things.
One thing that isn’t always mentioned is the importance of building your
team. At a certain point it becomes impossible to do everything on your own.
For example, with TV, when you have a week to do an episode, and you’re
doing that for 13 weeks, that’s a crazy amount of music — especially if you’re
using real string quartets like I’ve been doing. For each episode I have to write,
get revisions, fix them, chart them, record them, edit them, and mix them in that
short amount of time. My assistant Simon Miminis and I now have a routine
and a formula of how things work and I’ve got another assistant who comes in
on bigger sessions.

So, you’re the last chance to fix a scene…
Yeah, exactly!
Film is such a collaborative medium. You’ve got all these different
egos all working together. Has this ever been an issue?
It’s inevitable when you have a room with ten people who are involved in the
creation of a single thing that some will see it or hear it differently. I always try
to create things that are undeniable. You hear them and go ‘oh yeah, that’s it.’
But when those situations do occur, I have options ready. I find it easier to
communicate revisions and changes after hanging out with film people and
learning their lingo. So now when I’m looking at a movie I know what the shots
are called and what lenses are being used. All that is very important if you’re
going to be a film composer. Understanding how the craft works as opposed to
just staying in your world of music.
We had a scenario like that recently where we had four different options
and it had to be decided at the last minute. We’ve even done stuff on the spot.
Technology allows us to do these things faster now.

CRAFT
Speaking of technology, how technical do
you get in the studio? What’s the first piece
of kit you reach for?
It really depends. For a film, establishing your palette
is so important that you have to be able to cover a
lot of ground quickly. From real instruments to things
we can do with technology these days. It’s important
to know your tool. You’re a craftsman just like any
contractor.
I spend a lot of time trying to keep myself up to
date. I try to spend 15–30 minutes every day learning
something new. A lot of people don’t invest that time
and they really suffer later on when they get the gig
and it’s too late to learn something.
One thing I have to point out is that you’ve
covered all of the logos on your gear. What’s the story behind that?
It started when I was touring with Small Sins and we had a Moog endorsement
so we had to cover up all the other instruments. These things are designed to
grab your attention with their lights and logos. When you have a whole rack
of them it’s overwhelming. So I started covering them. I know what everything
does so why do I need to look at the brand name all the time? It’s incredibly
peaceful and now when I go to other studios it hurts.
Well, now I’m going to need you to run me through your current
set up…
I mostly use Pro Tools for recording and film simply because it’s the industry
standard. Outboard-wise, I love anything from AML. It’s a great, great company
and these products are fantastic. Sometimes equipment is just musical. You don’t
have to do much and it almost feels like you’re cheating.
I’m also in love with the Obsidian bus compressor from Dramastic Audio.
Again, it’s one of those units where you can’t go wrong. I’m friends with John
O’Mahony from Electric Lady — he’s my guru when it comes to engineering. He
got me into it and now when I listen to his work I hear it everywhere!
I use the piano — the Steinway — almost daily. It lives on pretty much
everything. We do a lot of prepared piano stuff with it, like bowing and weird
shit that you’ll never know is a piano.

What about your mic setup on
the piano?
I use a pair of KM69s made by
Mercenary Audio, which are supposed
to be clones of the Neumann KM84i. I
feel like it’s my sound —- really creamy
top end and just so much vibe. We’re
using something else at the moment
while they get repaired and it just
doesn’t sound how it’s supposed to.
Very few people can tell the difference,
but I can. It feels different and I create
differently because of that. I feel like
any piece of equipment is incredibly
important for your creativity.
As a classically trained musician, do you find yourself more drawn
to physical instruments over soft synths and plug-ins?
I don’t really take sides in the analogue vs digital debate. To me, technology is
just another tool. It’s all how you use it. It’s definitely interesting to be in front
of something that isn’t a screen. But at the same time, I’ve done some crazy shit
with software that I love.
You talked about gear as being inspirational to you. Is there
anything that’s really pushing you these days?
I’ve become fascinated by the world of modular synths. It can be quite complex
at times, but it’s also just so inspirational. You get these accidents that happen
that push your sounds to a whole new place.
In that sense it’s very ‘sound-designy’, but still very musical. For Bitten, the
TV series I’m just starting on the third season of, I created this very signature
‘growl’ with it.
I love getting away from the computer. When I first started out I was doing
shows with just a Yamaha SU700 sampler. I’m going back to my roots and
will be doing some live shows in the near future with just the modular and an
Electron Octotrack.
It’s very risky, because of the whole improbability thing, but that’s why it’s
fun. You end up improvising and getting lost in the music. n
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Leo Cubbin
He is now a leading high-level light in the games world yet his background
is all solidly audio recording and music. RUSSELL COTTIER talks to Leo
about how he made the switch and the similarities between the processes.
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eo Cubbin started off playing drums at the age of ten and soon found his
way into the music industry as a drummer then latterly an engineer and
producer. His career, however, took him on to produce for commercial
radio and the video games industry. Leo is a softly spoken and
amenable chap but he knows how to take the reins on a project. His work in
the burgeoning games industry lead him to become a senior producer for Sony
and his games have scored several BAFTA awards. As senior producer for chart
topping games LittleBigPlanet and its sequel, he carved out a name as one of the
most prominent producers in the field.
In 2011 Leo formed his own company Ripstone based in Liverpool’s
creative Baltic Triangle area. The Ripstone offices are based in a huge converted
warehouse and as you head downstairs for a coffee at the bar you can hear
muffled music coming from rehearsal rooms, design creatives milling around
and even a few famous faces passing by. Ripstone is a business that is very
much in touch with the rest of the creative sector.

So you started off in the music industry first?
Yes. Like a lot of drummers I would lay down my parts first then sit around in the
studio for days while the other musicians did their parts. I was lucky I played with
some pretty good pro and semi-pro bands. We used Cargo Studios in Rochdale
where Joy Division used to record. That later became Suite 16 that New Order
owned. We worked with some good engineers, a chap called Colin Richardson
who is now a big producer in the US producing a lot of Heavy Metal. I worked
with him with my band Red Line, he was young and very experimental.
When I was 21 the band split and we thought our lives were over. So a
couple of us approached the Prince’s Trust and set up a studio in New Brighton
Railway Station, Merseyside. That was in 1982 and the Liverpool Scene was
quite buoyant at the time. My business partner Phil Burns (www.philsbook.
com) designed the studio control room as ‘live end dead end’ like Westlake
Audio had developed.
We did that for a few years, we weren’t making lots of money though
so I started freelancing around Liverpool. I started working for Ken Nelson
(Resolution V14.4) at Benson St Studios. Then one night I was doing sound
and lights at a fashion show and the owner of Radio City who was speaking to
me afterwards offered me a job as commercial production manager — basically
running the department that makes all the adverts. It was another discipline,
creating almost mini radio plays.

You had multitrack for that?
We did have multitrack but we did a lot of bouncing. The traditional way of
working in radio was to have a couple of cart machines, three tape recorders
and a couple of turntables and you would just bounce stuff around. While I was
there I worked on the Brookside radio show, it was a sponsorship deal with
Warburton’s Bread. It only ran for about six weeks but it gave me an insight
into another side of the industry.
I started to move away from the desk and become very busy with the actual
running of the department. I had to bring in someone to run the desk and that
was horrible for me — I went from working in the studio to working in an
office. That was just at the analogue to digital transition, so I missed much of
that and I still struggle now. I like to hear tape rolling and see it pulling through
the machine; actually physically get my hands on it. I started to become a little
disillusioned. It wasn’t the most prestigious job, managing a bunch of people
making radio adverts. I saw an advert in the Tuesday Guardian which was the
media edition that said ‘are you working in TV or radio and would you like to
work in games?’ The advert had a picture of the back of a nightclub bouncer’s
head and said ‘firm but gentle’ and I thought what does that mean? You could
tell from reading it that computer games were coming of age but they hadn’t
quite got the production of them right.
Creative people, as you knew, are interesting to manage. A producer’s job
is to herd kittens, to get the creatives to stay focused and bring out the best in
them. For that you need a lot of soft skills — that was what attracted me to it.
Eventually I got the job, I have to admit that for about the first year I didn’t really
have a clue what I was doing. It was at a company called Psygnosis — they did
Lemmings and Wipeout. There was nobody to teach me so I had to learn as I
went along. A lot of producers previously had been testers, and a lot of testers
get into the games industry because they love games. Having a passionate love
for the thing you are working on is not enough — you need a little bit more than
that. You wouldn’t expect to become the managing director of Heinz because
you love beans. You should understand what you are producing and have a
passion for it but it is production that is the important thing.
I had friends from the music industry who had understood my transition
to radio because it was essentially audio, but still to this day don’t understand
games production. They still ask me what I do — do you produce the music
for the games? But it’s not that, it’s more like the management side of the
production.

Professional Audio Restoration For All
The award-winning Sonnox Restore suite has long been a favourite for audio restoration in
post production, broadcast, music and even forensic applications.
Now compatible with 64-bit DAWs such as Pro Tools, Sonnox Restore is available
at a new lower price, making world-class restoration from Sonnox affordable for all.

PRICE DROP!
Introductory Price
until Oct 31st:

£299ex.VAT
(Was £1,195)

Includes 3 plug-ins: Oxford DeNoiser, Oxford DeClicker, Oxford DeBuzzer
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starts to differ is that in games the team may be 50 people. You are kind of in the
studio from day one. That’s a strange way to work, when you work with a band
they have rehearsed and ironed out a lot of the kinks. One similarity though is
what you are producing is going to be consumed by somebody at the end of the
day. You are looking to make a hit, it’s a hit-driven business.
So the other similarity is Stockholm Syndrome. You start the day with the
band and may think this song is dreadful, you do your best to get them to play
in time, in tune, etc. By the end of the day you have heard the song so many
times the familiarity makes you believe that it is really good…it’s not! What
makes a good producer is being able to remain fairly objective.

Presumably your development periods are much longer too?
Yes, it can be nine months from when someone has an initial concept to where
you can get your hands on a version to actually test. You are relying a lot on
people who understand concepts. You would never have that with a band where
they said ‘imagine a song that is a cross between these other songs, it’s going to
be great, honestly, believe me.’ You would never record for nine months without
knowing what the basic tune was, but in games there is quite a bit of that.
You bring in outside testers along the way too?
Yes we do all that; producers will do that between themselves. Where there is
a room of producers and their game gets to a playable stage they will share it
between other producers. But yes you do use focus groups a well.

What similarities are there between producing a record and a game?
There are a lot; a lot more than you would imagine. There is a talent involved,
for a record that might be the writer of the music. There are usually one or two
people who come up with the game idea and they are analogous to the writer.
You would have a band in music and a team in games production. Where it

You also worked for Codemasters?
After Psygnosis I went to Codemasters, what I had there which I didn’t have
at Psygnosis were some good teachers. Richard Darling, who was one of the
co-owners, used to spend time with the producers. The Darling brothers, who
founded the company, are very passionate about games and the way that they
play. For me that made it more interesting as it was like making music. If you are
recording an album it is a body of work. These guys got that concept.
There are a lot of similarities between games and film also. It is probably the
most similar production. You are working with a bunch of creative people. You
pull in voice and acting talent, musicians, composers. A game will have a score
in the same way a film will, we will licence music for games as films do. At its
core I think a lot of games makers want to be film makers and something we
have discovered is that a lot of film makers want to be game makers.

The HAPI way to record
www.merging.com/hapi
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Eventually you moved to Sony and won
BAFTAs for LittleBigPlanet?
I personally won one BAFTA with my name on it,
but the games that I have worked on as part of the
team has won five. I didn’t come up with the idea
for LittleBigPlanet, I didn’t even work directly on the
team that made it. For want of a better phrase I was
the Sony executive producer if you like. Though my
job title was producer and senior producer, what you
are essentially doing is managing Sony’s investment
in another company. To get my name on a BAFTA
was a huge honour but part of me feels like I don’t
really deserve that. There were a lot of other people
who probably did a lot more.

Any advice for
music industry
professionals wanting
to shift disciplines?
Think
about
your
transferable skills. Don’t
just think about what you
are doing on the surface,
turning on a tape recorder
and EQing things. Think
about the whole process;
you are working with
people from a concept to a
finished piece and helping
them develop it. A lot of
those principals that you

It sold well though?
At the point where I left Sony LittleBigPlanet 2 was the number one selling game
learn as a music producer you can take with you.
on all formats, LittleBigPlanet had a period where it was that also. Which is a big
Managing talent is a difficult thing because talent is tortured. n
achievement for a game that was only available on
one format. Usually the games that make all format
number one are actually available on all formats like
FIFA and Call of Duty.
Get your FREE SAMPLE*
What actually attracted me to LittleBigPlanet in
at IBC Stand 10.A31
the first place was that when I met the development
team and they were pitching the idea, they were
talking like musicians. Our first meeting at their
offices in Guildford one of them was playing guitar
and one was sat on the floor playing bongos. I
thought, we have a common language here. I think
working on that game and getting the BAFTA gave
me confidence. Things like that do give you the
confidence to move on and try something different.
I’m sure most producers never have a day where
they go OK I’m happy with everything I have ever
done. You always want to do more don’t you?

THE PURE
ESSENCE
FOR YOUR
NETWORK

You moved on from Sony…
I had a water cooler moment with a colleague who
was also a producer and we had spoken about if
we would ever think about leaving Sony to set up
a company. What was a fantasy of setting up a
company very quickly became a reality when I went
to my daughter’s parents evening at school, sat next
to a total stranger and decided to tell him what I was
thinking of doing with my life. He said I should meet
his mate who had just sold his London-based film
company Optimum Releasing. As part of what he
was starting anew he wanted to do something in the
game space. I met him, Ripstone was formed and so
the fantasy became a reality very quickly.
Going home to explain to your wife that you
are going to give up this really good job to take the
biggest risk that you have ever taken is tricky, but
people are supportive of you when you do this kind
of work, they expect that you are going to go and
do something stupid. At Ripstone I don’t do any
production even though I am probably classed as
being in charge of the production department. I’m
a publisher these days so I get very involved in the
legal side of the business.

M ORE c o n n e c t ivity
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What is the lifespan of a release?
We do mostly digital distribution, we do find that with
certain games we have a very long tail. A game that
we released three years ago is still making us a decent
amount of revenue now. When we set out we wanted
to be like Stiff Records, they were taking a chance on
some artists and balancing it with commercial success
and they didn’t expect to sell millions and millions. But
they did expect to get their money back and invest
in something else. Our biggest release of late was a
pool game called Pure Pool, conversely we did a very
abstract game called Stick It To The Man, but the
abstract things are very hard to sell.
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Equipment introductions and announcements.

Sennheiser to launch new ENG products
Sennheiser has a new ENG portfolio
and is showcasing Sennheiser and
Neumann broadcast equipment in
four ‘audio worlds’.
ENG world is where Sennheiser
will preview a brand new
wireless product, a radio station
environment, a T V broadcast
studio and a dedicated sports
bro adc as ting set- up: four
showcases that together provide a
complete overview of the two audio
companies’ tailor-made solutions.
ENG world will show the full scope of typical electronic
newsgathering situations, from high-end broadcasting teams to
small video crews and one-man shows. For expert broadcasting
teams, wireless microphone systems for camera use from
Sennheiser’s 5000, 3000 and 2000 series will be on show. ‘For this
segment, we will be previewing a stunning new wireless product
at IBC,’ said Anders Laybourn, marketing manager, Sennheiser
Broadcast and Media.
Small production teams will find Sennheiser’s AVX digital
wireless systems an ideal choice. For mobile journalism,
Sennheiser will showcase its most portable ENG audio solutions:
the ClipMic digital and MKE 2 digital clip-on microphones which
connect directly to iPhone, iPad or iPod touch devices, turning
them into an ENG tool that is always at hand. The clip-on mics
were developed in cooperation with Apogee Electronics.
A radio station set-up helps to demo Neumann’s BCM 104,
TLM 102 and TLM 107, with the classic U 87 as an additional
heritage exhibit. Sennheiser HD 26 Pro and HD 650 headphones
and Neumann KH 120 monitor speakers as well as a Neumann
KH 810 subwoofer round off the studio recreation.

A TV talkshow studio and control room serve to showcase
Sennheiser and Neumann broadcast equipment, from Digital
9000, Sennheiser’s digital wireless system, to Neumann KH 310
monitor speakers. Also on show are wired microphones for studio
use, such as the table-top Sennheiser MKH 8050 and ME 36
models as well as Neumann KM 185, and Sennheiser broadcast
headsets. For presenters, the studio environment features the
MKE 40 clip-on mic and the new Headmic 1.
‘Sports broadcasting is an area that drives many innovations
in the broadcasting segment, therefore it is given a special
focus within our IBC presence,’ explained Anders Laybourn. The
highlight will be Esfera, Sennheiser’s surround sound system
which creates 5.1 from a two-channel signal. Mounted onto a
camera or installed in a stadium, the compact Esfera microphone
can be operated just like any rugged stereo microphone and the
sound can then be converted to 5.1 at any point in the workflow.
www.sennheiser.com
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New broadcast headset from Schoeps
Schoeps has introduced the HSC 4VP and HSC 4VXP broadcast
headsets, combining Schoeps quality with ease of use. Designed
in response to a demand from sports TV and radio broadcast for a
high-quality headset, these headsets deliver a clear, uncoloured and
thus intelligible voice. Key to this is a high signal/noise-ratio over the
entire frequency band, the inbuilt proximity filter and frequencyindependent directional characteristics.
The integration of the headset means that microphone,
gooseneck and headphones form a single unit for ease of use. The
transducers used belong to Schoeps’ new P series which features
speech capsules offering different levels of proximity effect
compensating filters. The proximity of the microphone to the signal
source effectively suppresses noise from the surroundings while also
offering protection from vocal popping.
Using the Schoeps Cut 1 filter between a MK 41 supercardioid
capsule and a CMC 6 amplifier is a standard for film sound people
and this is now made easier by the new miniature filter Cut 60. It
offers very effective suppression of low-frequency wind and solidborne noise by cutting off low-frequency content below 60Hz with
a 24dB/Oct filter. The Cut 60 is a small, lightweight and cost-effective
module for users of the MK 41 supercardioid capsule, a standard for
indoor dialogue recording.
www.schoeps.de

New features and options for Penta 720

NTP Technology has an expanded version of its Penta 720 audio
router and modular interface convertor. New features include
expanded routing capability (increased from 1,024 x 1,024 to
1,500 x 1,500) plus signal detection, signal level monitoring,
peak programme meters and signal level control on all inputs
and outputs.
Two new plug-in cards for the Penta 720 will be introduced
at the show. These comprise an eight-channel line level AES3
(AES-EBU) input/output interface (with optional sampling
rate conversion) plus a dual MADI input/output. Support for
a full 64 channel analogue input/output configuration will be
demonstrated.
NTP has also expanded the range of control options available
for the Penta 720 which can now be operated via Pro-Bel SW-P
and Eucon protocols.
www.ntp.dk

CB S6 version of the TMC-1
CB Electronics will launch the TMC-1 S6, the Avid S6 version of the
TMC-1 multichannel monitor controller at IBC 2015. New also is
the interface to the NTP DAD/Penta digital interfaces to enable a
fully digital monitor system.
CB Electronics recently installed the TMC-1 Penta in Pinewood
theatre 6, a Dolby Atmos room. A second TMC-1 Penta has been
installed by a Television Network sound engineer in Chicago.
There are a host of new features for the TMC-1 monitor controller
which have been developed in response to requests from the
wide user base of varied applications for the TMC-1.
‘Monitoring is a very important part of the production
environment, our aim is to make it easier to work in different
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formats, easier to install and to include features that you would
expect to find only in large console monitor sections,’ said Colin
Broad. ‘The TMC-1 Penta is a software configured system that you
can purchase now with the knowledge that you are not locked
into a fixed solution.’
www.colinbroad.com

Riedel MicroN

Riedel’s MicroN offers a high-density signal interface as an 80G
media distribution network device to work in line with the
existing core fibre router; data inputs and outputs for audio and
video include two MADI optical ports and a Gigabit Ethernet
port, with a single unit serving as a point-to-point router and
processor while multiple interconnected units support scalable
decentralised video routing.
Smartpanel apps look to enhance communication in AV
circuits. The RSP-2138 Smartpanel boasts three high-resolution
displays and stereo audio, and the interface can be expanded
through the use of the apps. The apps are offered for different
levels of functionality with Basic, Plus and Pro offering different
specifications (the first two have 12 intercom keys whereas Pro
has 18, for example). The most notable difference with Pro are
the additional two analogue ports and the ability to connect
an independent second headset. The intercom app can be
upgraded without changes to hardware components.
www.riedel.net
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Lawo to launch live sports production technology
Lawo is set to premiere a new
technology to heighten the
production value of major
sporting events, taking viewers’
in-game experience to new levels
of excitement by enhancing the
depth and intensity of their audio
experience while significantly
reducing production effort.
This innovation is claimed to
revolutionise the use of mixers
in live sports production.
The company will also unveil
its newest V__line product
designed specifically for IP-based live remote production, featuring seamless frame-accurate switching of SMPTE 2022-6
video with enhanced ‘hitless’ merging for network operational redundancy. Other new products will be introduced including a
solution for low-latency IP video monitoring, new additions to the A_line family of compact 19-inch/1U Audio-to-IP interfaces,
and a new radio mixing desk.
Other Lawo innovations will include a cost-efficient, IP/MADI hybrid audio router -– already field-proven at this year’s 14th
July concert in Paris in front of an audience of 400,000. The new Nova router allows IP networks to be established instantly
simply by adding Dallis I-O systems, consoles and devices, providing access to all resources and buses on any integrated console.
www.lawo.com
intelligence. It will be available in AAX, VST and AU formats.
Leq(m) Loudness Standard Support completes Nugen’s
ITU loudness measurement capabilities for theatrical trailer
production. It’s a free update for the VisLM-H2 loudness meter,
LM-Correct 2 loudness quick fix tool and LMB processor.
Nugen is offering new Server-Based Seat Licensing. The
company claims this will be an enhancement in efficiency and
will be available for their existing loudness products, as well as
the Halo Upmix product.
www.nugenaudio.com

Licensing, upmixing and
loudness measurement

Large-area broadcasting from Calrec

Nugen Audio bring versatile upmixing technology for surround
production, new loudness measurement capabilities and new
floating licensing for mid-size to large customers.
Halo Upmix creates a stereo to 5.1/7.1 downmix-compatible
upmix with optional dialog isolation in the centre channel. It
combines several technologies such as frequency and time
domain energy distribution and neural network artificial

Calrec’s Fieldbox range aims to bring small format I-O units to
large broadcast areas, such as golf courses, while reducing rigging
time with two high capacity-network cables for full redundancy.
Calrec H2Hub switch provides a hub or switch point for Calrec’s
existing Hydra2 network, so multiple I-O units can be added.
Calrec is showing the first technology release developed in
conjunction with Digico since the formation of the Audiotonix
pro audio group. Digico consoles can now integrate onto the
Hydra2 network via a Hydra2-enabled Digico Multichannel
Interface (DMI) card. Digico’s range of cards convert audio from

one transport protocol to another and can be placed in Digico’s
‘anything in, anything out’ Orange Box, or directly into the back
of the company’s newest digital mixing console, the S21.
Calrec is working with other manufacturers to incorporate this
hardware into their broadcast equipment, so more can benefit
from the Hydra2 system.
www.calrec.com

HHB showcases new products

London based HHB Communications and partner postproduction
reseller Scrub will highlight the Roland M-5000 with its open
architecture build, 128 definable audio paths and multiformat I-O
options. Also being presented is Nugen’s loudness management
for film and surround production and new upmixing technology.
TC Electronic is displaying hardware and software for loudness
metering and correction while Dynaudio and Mogami will show
their loudspeakers and pro audio cables respectively. With plenty
on show, ‘the anticipation for IBC is already building,’ said HHB
director of sales Martin O’Donnell.
www.hhb.co.uk

Merging is 64-bit
Merging brings 64-bit only 3D panning to Pyramix 10. This new
release builds on the new mixer layout and recording features of
previous versions and offers a new surround panning tool. Also
introduced is an expanded range of 64-bit VS3 (and VST) plug-ins,
including Cedar for Pyramix 64; working on the latest interfaces
but with similarity to the original Pyramix suite.
3D panning in a live environment is offered by Ovation 6, which
gets the same treatment. Also, VCube has gone 4K and supports

RTW USB Connect
USB Connect as plug-in allows a direct audio
connection of TM3-Primus with a DAW for
simultaneous metering and monitoring.

www.rtw.com |
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a range of video cards from Blackmagic Design PCI Express cards
and USB video interfaces.
Hapi and Horus see double the amount of analogue I-O on the
ADA8 AD and DA combination board, with 48 in/48 out for Horus
and 16 in/16 out or 8 in/8 out with MADI for Hapi. The company
says that the performance of the A-D and D-A option card is
‘virtually identical to the AD8 and DA8 components’. These ADA8
boards work up to 192kHz with 120dB dynamic range, Phantom
power, LPF and phase invert.
www.merging.com

SAM monitors are controlled by GLM, Genelec Loudspeaker
Manager, software, which in turn contains the AutoCal program.
www.genelec.com

ENCO and Yellowtec simplify
remote newsgathering

SAM monitoring range
Genelec is showcasing its compact Smart Active Monitoring
(SAM) products and will feature a small Auro 3D set up. SAM
monitors offer automatic acoustic calibration for systems up to
25 speakers and 5 subwoofers and calibrates frequency response
and time-of-flight, phase correlation between subwoofer(s) and
the main speakers and sound pressure level.
The Compact SAM range consists of the 8320A, a two-way with
a 4-inch bass driver and ¾-inch tweeter, the 8330A, two-way
with a 5-inch bass driver and ¾-inch tweeter and these can be
complemented by the 7350A, a subwoofer with an 8-inch drive
unit in Genelec´s patented LSE cabinet.

ENCO has announced a partnership with Yellowtec that
accelerates time to air for news content gathered in the field.
At IBC the two companies will unveil a remote newsgathering
solution featuring ENCO’s iDAD mobile application and Yellowtec
iXM recording microphones, giving reporters a high-quality,
handheld system to record, process and transfer audio files back
to the studio.
The collaborative workflow reduces equipment costs,
eliminating the need to use expensive field recorders to gather
interviews in the field. Additionally, reporters no longer need
to use codecs to transport files back to the studio; or drive back

to the station to deliver files for editing. Instead, reporters and
sources speak into the iXM microphone, which incorporates auto
levelling to ensure pristine-quality recordings.
ENCO’s iDAD app can connect wirelessly to the iXM’s internal
WiFi storage device, allowing iDAD to directly access iXM
recordings for editing and director transfer to a radio station’s
DAD audio library. iDAD can also remotely control the ENCO DAD
automation system at the studio.

Digigram celebrates 30

Digigram is celebrating 30 years with a competition. On its stand
at IBC you to take a challenge by testing your knowledge of
Digigram. If you overcome this challenge, you will be entered
into a draw to win an iPad Mini 3, a GoPro, an Apple Watch Sport
and other high-end digital devices.
Digigram will highlight products that address the performance
and cost requirements of IP audio and IP video contribution
and distribution applications. In showcasing solutions that
simplify the capture and delivery of high-quality audio over IP
networks, the company will feature the addition of Ravenna/
AES67 compliance across the IQOYA IP audio product line, as
well as functional improvements and interface enhancements
brought to the AQORD and AQILIM IP video product ranges with
the release of a new V7 software update for each.
www.digigram.com
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The Complete
Digital Monitoring & I/O Solution

TMC-1 Penta

• Individual Speaker Calibration
• Mac/Windows Conﬁguration
• User Programmable Keys
• Available as a S6 Module
• Up to 64 channels wide
• Atmos compatible
• Auto T/B & L/B
ProTools

DIRECT CONNECTION
Pro Tools HD/HDX/HD Native

DAD AX32 or NTP Penta 720

ETHERNET
Analogue

MADI SDI/HD/3G

AES

DANTE

A MUST FOR MUSIC, AUDIO OR VIDEO POST PRODUCTION

Also available: TMC-1 XMon

CB Electronics
www.colinbroad.com
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DPA spotlights bodyworn mics
DPA’s range of bodyworn microphones are the
focus of a new campaign that will highlight
the advantages of using these tiny mics to
record high-quality audio, particularly the
human voice.
Already the mainstay of many film,
television and theatre productions, DPA
Bodyworn Mics are a perfect solution for
situations where body and voice need to be
free. Headset or miniature, visible or concealed,
the d:fine and d:screet series of bodyworn
microphones deliver excellent sound regardless
of the conditions that surround them.
O ver the years, DPA’s Body worn
Microphones have found their way into some
unusual places, including the costumes worn
by the cast of the film Les Misérables, Scarlett
Johansson’s t-shirt in the film Lucy and the jacket
worn by Tom Hardy in Mad Max:Fury Road.
DPA’s new campaign will encourage sales
by offering customers a free adapter when
they buy any microphone from the d:fine Headset and d.screet Miniature Microphone series. There will also be an opportunity
to win prizes by visiting DPA’s Facebook page and showing different ways of using bodyworn microphones.
DPA will back its campaign with a series of webinars that will highlight the advantages of using bodyworn microphones to
record voice. These will cover a range of topics including the importance of speech intelligibility in audio and video productions,
how to choose the right microphone for specific bodyworn situations and how to place it properly so that it gives the best
results. There will also be opportunities to learn about miniature capsule technology and the range of accessories and adapters
that are available.
www.dpamicrophones.com

Handheld diagnostics
from Linear Acoustic
Linear Acoustic’s MT2000 Multichannel
Bitstream Analyzer allows quick
troubleshooting of digital audio paths, in a
handheld device. Test applications include
broadcast, cable, satellite and home theatre.
Incorporating identification of video format
and frame-rate, the tool provides audio stream
analysis with error detection at the AES3 layer,
and analysis of SMPTE 337 formatting. The device will have the
capability to measure Dolby E guard band and line position,
displaying metadata contained in a Dolby formatted bitstream.
It also has a loudness measurement feature.
An OLED display gives status updates and control is offered by a
jog wheel and navigation joystick. Built-in speakers are included,
with headphone output also being an option. Output test signals
in PCM and Dolby-coded formats run simultaneously when
receiving and decoding an input signal, and when generating
two PCM signals there is independently adjustable frequency
on each channel.
A library of Dolby bitstreams are stored internally, as well as an
internal NiMH battery (or included external DC power supply);
useful in the studio or on the go. Also included are DVB-ASI and
HDMI inputs.
www.telosalliance.com/Linear

Tedial’s evolution debut
Software-based providers
Tedial takes another step
to increasing operational
efficiency with the Tedial
Evolution enhanced platform.
The IT platform has many
features with a new HTML5
interface keeping frequently used tools on the screen for increased
workflow, with extended tablet and smartphone support allowing
easier management of tasks. Also new is a logging system, giving
shortcuts for use in live and sport situations.
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A new search/indexing engine, MAM can be surfed in newY
departments, with categorisation including tags to help with
CM
generating suggestions for entries as they are typed. Along with
this is a set of tools to manage group entities, which are logged
MY
as assets in a repository for all shared information, and the basic
CY
MAM now has full audio support as a look to compatibility with
DAM operations.
CMY
www.tedial.com
K

New software from Netia

Netia will demonstrate the AirPlayList 2.0 Module for the Netia
Media Assist Software Suite, and Audiovisual Media Management
With Radio-Assist Radio Automation.

AirPlaylist 2.0 aims to offer an AES67 AoIP-compliant system
whereby users can broadcast using a traditional physical
soundcard or IP-based virtual drivers, with Multiplatform support
also meaning there will be the ability to monitor playout on each
channel — even for remote users. The web-based interface gives
dedicated access through a pool of primary servers and back-up
servers, which run centralised control and monitoring of different
playout systems installed across them.
Use of a web-based interface carries through to the Audiovisual
Media Management With Radio-Assist Radio Automation, with
remote access for editing video/audio, searching, browsing and
ingesting. All mobile devices and their operating systems are said
to be supported; iOs, Windows and Android will do the tasks and
then export the media on any CDN platform.
www.netia.com
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Bel Digital new monitor

Jünger enter 3D audio

Bel Digital’s BM-A1-64Dante monitor includes visual signal
strength indication on 64 channels. This will monitor audio on
Dante AoIP with the ability to separate channels or combine 16
for a stereo mix. The 1U is said to feature redundant power and
audio redundancy over gigabit Ethernet, as well as AES67 for
interoperability with other systems. An on-board matrix gives
access to 512 audio sources, there are front panel speakers and
balanced analogue and AES-EBU outputs.
www.beldigital.com

Powerful comms for broadcasters
The Expedition 4G HD
Vo i ce B r o a d c a s t e r ’s
Production Phone from
Glensound of fers an
audio bandwidth of
7kHz, which is double the
quality of narrowband
GSM calls. The two-user
unit (featuring two mic/
line/48V inputs and two
headphone outputs) can also make 3.4kHz narrowband calls on
2G GSM, 3G UMTS and 4G LTE as well as wideband HD voice. Also
included is a screen that facilitates Caller ID and Phone Book.
The Paradiso is a large commentary unit with Dante. The threecommentator mixer is available for use locally and standalone,
with rear panel XLRs. Also featured are four talkback outputs,
8 headphone monitoring inputs and an interface with optical
and RJ45, primary and redundant connections and primary AC
internal power and secondary DC external power.
www.glensound.co.uk

NOA launches Record Pico
NOA is launching NOA Record Pico, an entry-level audio ingest
archiving bundle that redefines price-performance expectations
and provides out-of-the-box instant archiving capability.
Designed to meet the requirements of the archivist who
needs an ‘on-demand’ ingest capability for archival production,
NOA Record Pico can be operated as a standalone workstation
from a moderately specified laptop, in single or multichannel
configurations.
Pico includes NOA Record software license with up to four
channels of parallel ingest, the new N7000c audio ingest
hardware, and PicoService, a lightweight administration engine,
with optional PC and Tape Light Barriers. This convenient bundle

Jünger has entered 3D audio with new Monitoring and Authoring tools. Jünger will show a prototype that will help broadcasters
check quality of transmission while also assuring compliance with loudness regulations.
The hardware offers a platform to host immersive 3D audio formats such as MPEG-H TV (the format that the company will
demonstrate with) and Dolby’s immersive audio system, containing: I-O, decoding stage, monitoring functionality, audio control
software and an advanced user interface. Peter Poers, Jünger Audio’s MD, explained that ‘We envisage that this solution will be
deployed not just in production and postproduction, but at all stages of the audio workflow where programmes running future
immersive audio standards need to be controlled or monitored effectively.’ Offering up to 16 channels of audio, the unit is set
to offer physical input and output formats including SDI, MADI and AoIP. Also anticipated is full 3D user panning and service
personalisation such as commentator languages.
Loudness regulation and consistency is important and loudness control for 3D audio will be vital as a preventative measure
for double compression of audio, and will serve as a way to maximise audio quality.
Emphasis on ease of work for broadcasters is key according to Poers. ‘Our technology will enable broadcasters to transition
to the new emerging audio formats with confidence and minimal workflow changes.’
www.junger-audio.com

allows users to begin archiving immediately at a substantially
lower cost, and without having to assemble and integrate
components from a range of sources.
www.noa-archive.com

Rivage and Nuage V1.7
Yamaha’s new flagship console, Rivage PM10, will be the
centrepiece of the company’s stand at IBC 2015, alongside the
latest version of the Nuage postproduction system. Aiding
efficiency in everyday tasks, as well as providing a significant
boost to studio productivity and output quality, the Nuage

DAW system is suited to commercial applications ranging from
audio postproduction to music recording and mixing. Version
1.7 software features support for Steinberg Nuendo 7 as well
as adding control improvements, support for GPI devices for
improved studio communication, and greater control for Pro
Tools with plug-in and shortcut assignments.
The CL and QL ranges of digital consoles have broadcastfriendly features including 5.1 panning, Surround Monitoring,
Mix Minus, Frame Delay and complementing the consoles are the
new RMio64D Dante/MADI convertor and the RSio64-D Dante/
Mini-YGDAI interface.
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